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SECTION 1
1
1.1

PREAMBLE
INTRODUCTION
This Specification sets out Leeds City Council’s (“the Council”) requirements in respect of
contracting for an Automated Invoice Processing Solution (“the Solution”), comprising the
provision of Scanning Services (“the Services”) together with a cloud based software
system (“the System”) to facilitate Automated Invoice Processing.
It details the standards and outputs which the Contractor is required to achieve and how
these will be measured.
It will form part of the contract with the Council.

1.2

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Council is seeking to appoint a suitably experienced and qualified Contractor to work in
partnership to drive process efficiencies and cost savings within its accounts payable
process through the digitised capture and management of its supplier invoices.
BACKGROUND
The Council processes approximately 260,000 invoices annually. Of those, around 221,000
are processed centrally by the accounts payable team on behalf of Council services
(132,000) and schools (88,000) fall within scope of this project.
Approximately 70% of invoices are received electronically via email, typically as a PDF but
also as other file types such as Jpegs. The remaining 30% are received as paper. There is
some variation in these figures as Council services may originally receive an invoice
electronically before printing and posting via internal mail to the accounts payable team.
When the accounts payable team receive an invoice from a Council service it is printed (if
received by email) before a barcode sticker is attached. The image is then scanned before
invoice data is manually input into the Council’s Financial Management System (FMS) for
validation, matching with the order and matching with the scanned image using a handheld
barcode scanner.
A similar process is followed for the 88,000 invoices processed by schools. However there
are two key variations:
i.

24,000 of the 88,000 school invoices are input into FMS by schools directly. The
invoice is then received by the accounts payable team so that the invoice can be
printed, a barcode attached and the image matched to the invoice data in FMS.
The remaining 64,000 invoices follow a similar process with manual input of
invoice data undertaken by the accounts payable team.

ii.

For all 88,000 school invoices, there is no equivalent order data in FMS. An
approval workflow is followed within schools that utilises a handstamp to confirm
approval for payment of the invoice. This may include the date, signature or an
appropriate authroiser and a cost centre against which to charge.

It must be noted that a number of services within the Council are exempt from purchase
order matching and follow similar approval processes to those adopted by schools.
Additional key activities such as marking goods as received or defining optimum payment
dates for standard invoice payments are undertaken within FMS. Where the Council has an
agreement with a supplier as part of the early payment discount scheme, discounts and
payment dates are managed manually by an established team
4

1.3

VISION AND OUTCOMES
The Council would like to achieve a best value, cloud hosted alternative to the current
manual process of capturing supplier invoice data, validating and managing that data, and
inputting the data to the Council’s Financial Management System. The solution should be
timely and accurate in the capture and processing of invoices. It should also be intuitive
and easy to use to ensure the users of the solution are quickly and easily able to manage
invoices that cannot be validated.

1.4 DRIVERS AND BENEFITS
The Council is currently undertaking a transformation programme of its core business
functions, including finance, and reviewing the processes underpinning them. In
anticipation of this programme of change the council is seeking to appoint a contractor to
improve the way in which the council manages the end-to-end processing of invoices, from
receipt and data capture, through validation and exception handling, to secure transfer into
the Council’s existing financial management system for payment.
The Council seeks a Solution that will support its objectives to:


Implement a more effective and efficient invoice management process.



Increase the proportion of invoices processed in line with key corporate
policies such as ‘No Purchase Order, No Pay’ and the Small Supplier
Scheme.



Enable timely and optimum payments.



Reduce staffing time spent on manual processes and seek to deliver more
value added activities.



Enable services and schools to spend more time delivering core activities
and less time handling invoices.



Improve business relationships by delivering an improved experience for
suppliers



Increase visibility of the Council’s spending commitments.



Develop intelligence to target resources at those services who require
support to effectively manage ordering and invoice processes.



Minimise late payments and mitigate the associated risks.



Utilise digital technologies to deliver modern ways of working.



Help achieve the objectives of the Council’s Core Business Capabilities
Programme.



Respond effectively to the climate emergency by minimising the
environmental impact of its operations, such as through a reduction in
paper invoices.
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SECTION 2
2
2.1

STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS
SCOPE
2.1.1
The Council seeks a Solution that will facilitate significant efficiency savings and
drive improvements in its invoice management processes by significantly reducing
the amount of manual intervention required to input, validate and manage invoice
data.
2.1.2

2.1.3

General requirements a)
Processing approximately 230,000 invoices per annum;
b)
Providing Rule Based Access Control across all functionality for the
following user types (and approximate numbers):


6 System administrators



14 Accounts Payable staff



1105 Leeds City Council requisitioners



882 Leeds City Council approvers



300-600 School requisitioners/approvers



11186 Supplier users



Up to 20 Leeds City Council staff with audit/reporting/view only
access

c)

Processing clean invoices (i.e. where all required supplier, order and invoice
data is present and correct) from receipt to transfer to the financial
management system within 5 working days;

d)

Interfacing, with or without an integration layer, to a source financial
management system (which could be cloud based or an on-premise Council
application).

Tenderers must have and be able to offer an existing software system to facilitate
Automated Invoice Processing which will require minimal or no additional
development to meet the Council’s requirements, although a period of configuration
and mobilisation of the proposed System is expected and accepted.

PLEASE NOTE: The Council does not wish to procure a System which will require an
extensive design and development phase to meet the specification of requirements
before it can be deployed.

SCANNING SERVICES
2.1.4

The Council requires a service for the receipt and digitisation of invoices/credit notes
(collectively known as “documents”) and the capture of document data. Specifically,
the Council requires that:
6

ESSENTIAL:
a)
b)

c)

d)
e)

f)

g)

h)

The Contractor shall accept documents from the Council and its suppliers in paper
and electronic formats. These may be single or double sided, mono or colour.
Where documents are received in paper format, the Contractor shall scan the
paper document to pdf format at an optimal resolution to ensure legibility and to
meet the file specification requirements of the Council’s Finance Management
System.
Where the documents are received via email the Contractor shall ensure the file is
in pdf format conforming to standards as detailed above. Where it does not
conform the Contractor will convert it to that format and standards.
The Contractor shall extract HMRC compliant metadata in their standard einvoicing format.
The Contractor shall generate a Unique Reference Number for each scanned
document and associated metadata which shall be attached to the PDF file and
also provided as a separate line item in the data provided to the Council.
The Contractor shall safely destroy all paper format documents and delete all
emails and documents received electronically once the validated document image
and data has been successfully transferred to the Council’s FMS.
Methods for secure destruction of paper documents, for example, would be using
a cross cut shredder or subcontracting to a confidential waste company that
complies with European Standard EN15713.
Copies of certificates of destruction must be provided to the Council.
The Contractor will be responsible for the cost of secure destruction of all
documents received during the course of the contract.
The Contractor shall have Quality Control procedures in place to provide quality
checks of documents scanned, and processes in place to identify and rescan
documents if the quality of the original scanned documents is not to the agreed
acceptable standard.
Where documents are received in paper format or electronically by email that are
not invoices; for example supplier statements, payment reminder letters etc. the
Contractor shall scan the documents and send them to the Council, by email, to an
agreed email address.

DESIRABLE:
i)

Suppliers have the ability to submit documents directly to the invoice management
system through submission of e-invoices and/or upload of digital files (e.g. pdf’s).

AUTOMATED INVOICE PROCESSING SOFTWARE
2.1.5
The Council requires a System that will maximise the automated validation of
accurate invoice/credit note data against order and supplier data held within the
Council’s FMS whilst minimising the need for manual intervention by staff.
Specifically, the Council requires:
ESSENTIAL:
a)

The ability to manage access to all aspects of the software solution using Rules
Based Access Control (RBAC);
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b)

The ability to carry out two/three way matching of data;

c)

The ability to configure a range of pre-defined rules, for example, but not limited to,
defining invoice or VAT value tolerances and identifying specific invoice types
which require manual intervention and approval, including those where no
purchase order number is required;

d)

The ability to integrate with the Council’s Financial Management System (FMS);

e)

The ability to recognise and manage a range of different specific scenarios
identified as part of the invoice management process, for example:
(i)
Automatically recognise and deal with credit notes, part payments, etc
(ii) Automatically deal with delivery costs (planned and unplanned)
(iii) Deal with specific invoice categories or vendors with customised rules (e.g.
utility vendors, CIS vendors)
(iv) Recognise and enter CIS data (labour element) or deal with by exception
(iv) Deal with VAT only invoices (automatically or by exception)
(v) Apply default coding (GL,CC, etc) on non-PO invoices based on certain
criteria (i.e. vendor)
(vi) Apply multiple PO line item matching
(vii) Correctly process proforma invoices

f)

In order to support prompt and optimum payment dates, the council requires
attempted validation of data within 24 hours of its capture from the invoice.

g)

The Council requires that invoice data that is successfully validated be securely
transferred, alongside the associated invoice image, into the Council’s financial
management system immediately following validation.

h)

Where invoice data fails validation the Council requires, as a minimum, the option
to attempt to revalidate and securely transfer corrected data every 24 hours.

DESIRABLE:
i)

The ability to manage the following scenarios:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Deal with consolidated invoices for multiple POs
Apply multiple account assignment based on PO data
Identify and prevent risks of fraud including invoice no. trends, bank account
changes, duplicates, etc.

j)

The ability for specific users to download copies of invoice images for local
storage.

k)

Capability for suppliers to self-serve low-level queries such as the ability for
suppliers to update specific details (such as contact details or address details),
view invoice status and outstanding invoice values.

l)

Functionality to support the council to maximise its ability to benefit from early
payment discounts and rebates.

m)

The Council would benefit from the real-time validation of invoice data and secure
transfer to the Council’s financial management system.
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2.1.6

The Council requires a System that will improve processes for the management of
invoices with exceptions where invoice data does not match purchase order or
supplier data, either because the invoice data is incorrect or not present.
Specifically, the Council requires:

ESSENTIAL:
a)

Identify exceptions where the following data is incorrect, missing or outside of
defined tolerances:
(i)
Supplier details
(ii)
Purchase order number
(iii)
Order value
(iv)
Vat value
(v)
VAT Number
(vi)
Goods not marked as received in the financial management system
(vii)
All other data required for compliance with HMRC returns

b)

Send notifications to appropriate users when an exception occurs, identifying the
source of the exception and providing a means for rectifying the issue within the
invoice management system;
Set automated and configurable rules for identifying the appropriate user within
the Council for rectification of exceptions;
Send notifications to system administrators within the Council when a notification
is undelivered;
Ability to route, either automatically or manually, rectified exceptions back into the
invoice data validation process;
Utilise a search function to enable users to find specific invoices (e.g. based on
order number/supplier/name/address/post code/FMS Creditor ID, etc.).

c)
d)
e)
f)

DESIRABLE:
g)
h)
2.1.7

Send invoice status notifications to Suppliers (e.g. received/validated/payment
date).
The Council would benefit from configurable and automated notifications.
The Council requires a System that can provide information to support the
management of its Accounts Payable function by providing an oversight of its
performance in relation to invoice processing to achieve prompt and optimum
payments, and the identification of risks due to fraud or potential duplicate invoices.
Specifically, the Council requires:

ESSENTIAL:
a)

A Reporting Tool comprising a comprehensive suite of reports as well as the
ability to create user defined reports. Examples of the types of reports the Council
would find beneficial include, but are not limited to:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

No. of invoices processed (including date received/scanned/validated/etc.)
Total value of invoice (Outstanding/By Week/By Month/By Service Area/By
Supplier)
Invoice current status (Not validated/In exception/value/etc.)
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(iv)

No. of exceptions - (Ranked by Urgency / Cause / Value / Supplier /
Requisitioner / Query Management / Performance, etc.)
Process performance (time from receipt to secure transfer / Payment)
Risk analysis (Potential duplicates / Fraud)

(v)
(vi)
b)

The ability to output reports in various formats, such as CSV, XML and PDF as a
minimum.

DESIRABLE:
c)

Dashboard function to enable Back Office Users to view Key Performance
Indicator information in a variety of different formats, for example:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

d)

2.1.8

Standard charting techniques - Bar, line;
Multiple comparison charts or layers;
User defined status filters;
Scatter plots;
Mapping;
Venn diagrams;
Statistical Process Control charts.

The ability to build new Dashboards when required, or to customise and amend
existing Dashboards, in order to either replace existing Dashboards or to create
new Dashboards based on ones that already exist.
Additional functionality

a)

2.1.9

The software solution should be capable of integrating with other recognised and
market leading finance/ERP solutions (for example: SAP/ORACLE etc.).
Licencing for Software System

a)

A cost effective licensing model that will enable all relevant User groups to access
and use the proposed System.
The Council requires:


6 System administrators;



14 Accounts Payable staff;



Approximately 2,500 registered LCC and School users (of those we don’t
anticipate more than 1,000 concurrent);



11186 registered Supplier users (of those we don’t anticipate more than
250 concurrent);



Up to 20 Leeds City Council staff with audit/reporting/view only access.

Tenderers shall indicate within the “Software” worksheet of the Pricing
Schedule the types and scope of licenses available, together with pricing for
the most cost effective licensing model to meet the Council’s requirements.
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2.2 PRICING
2.2.1
Tenderers shall include pricing in their proposal (as a minimum) for the following:


Scanning Services costs



Storage costs (optional)



Secure Destruction costs



Cloud Hosting costs



Automated invoice Processing software costs



Licensing costs



Installation/Implementation/Configuration/Integration costs



Training costs



On-going Support and Maintenance costs

2.3 SOFTWARE SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE
System Availability
2.3.1
2.3.2

The System must be available for use (as a minimum) between 07:00 to 19:00
Monday to Friday (excluding public holidays). (the Availability Period).
Where the proposed System is hosted external to the Council’s network, a
guaranteed percentage level of system availability of 99.5% during the Availability
Period must be maintained at all times.
Availability shall be measured as a percentage of the total time in a calendar month,
in accordance with the following formula:
Service Availability % =
Where:

MP

=

Total number of minutes, excluding permitted
maintenance, within the calendar month; and

SD

=

Total number of minutes of Service Downtime, excluding
permitted maintenance, in the calendar month.

2.3.3
2.3.4
2.3.5

The Contractor shall provide to the Council notice of any scheduled service
downtime at least one month in advance.
The Contractor shall use its best endeavours to provide to the Council notice of any
non-scheduled service downtime 24 hours in advance.
The Contractor must provide 1 year’s notice of any intention to end support of the
software.

Support Service
2.3.6

A Support Service (helpdesk) must be available during core business hours (08:00
to 17:00, Monday to Friday excluding English Public Bank Holidays), which offers
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2.3.7

2.3.8

2.3.9

2.3.10

2.3.11

telephone and email support as a minimum and will be the first point of contact for
all Council enquiries and service related issues.
Tenderers should detail any out-of-hours support that could be provided. Costs for
out of hours support should be detailed in the “Added Value” tab in the Price
schedule. Tenderers should note that costs for Out of Hours support service will not
be considered within the price evaluation.
The Support Service must provide general advice and guidance on the use of the
solution. The Council acknowledges that this does not replace the need for formal
training on the solution.
The Support Service staff must have up-to-date information on workarounds or
knowledge of incidents that have already been fixed and are in the next release of
Contractor’s Software Tool.
The Contractor must maintain an escalation procedure that the Council can utilise
when it deems the level of service in any aspect of the contract delivery is
insufficient.
The Contractor must provide a Service Level Agreement that meets the Council’s
requirements set out in this specification.

Maintenance
2.3.12

2.3.13

2.3.14

2.3.15

2.3.16
2.3.17

Software maintenance, updates, bug fixes, patches, firmware, enhanced
functionality and legislative changes are all to be included within the annual
maintenance cost.
Where the Contractors solution is hosted by the Contractor (or its sub-contractors)
then all releases must be applied by the Contractor. The timing of such upgrades
must take
place outside of core hours and be agreed with the Council.
Any updates required as a result of legislative change must be provided to allow
sufficient time for the service to carry out any required changes to internal processes
or training requirements.
All updates and new releases of the product and any bespoke work must be tested
in accordance with best industry practice and the Contractors own documented
quality control procedures must be adhered to.
Externally hosted solutions must be securely backed up to protect the Council from
loss of data due to any system failures or types of disaster.
A list of all product enhancements and those planned in the next release must be
maintained and provided to the Council either via the Contractor’s website or by
email. The Council acknowledges the list of planned enhancements is subject to
change in
response to customer needs and the Contractor will endeavour to
notify the Council of such changes on a quarterly basis.

Response and Resolution Times
2.3.18

Any system issues should be resolved in accordance with the service levels detailed
in
table below or as otherwise agreed between the Council and the Contractor.
All incidents reported by the Council will be assigned an agreed priority level and
dealt with by the Contractor in accordance with agreed response and resolution
times.
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Priority
Level

Incident Description

Response
Time

Target
Resolution

P1 Critical

The incident has a major impact on the availability of
the system by a large number of users.

30 minutes

2 working
hours

P2 High

The incident is affecting multiple users or a small
section that is unable to work at all or has a significant
impact upon the public.

1 hour

4 working
hours

P3 The incident if affecting multiple users who are unable
Medium to access non-critical modules within the system.

2 hours

1 working
day

P4 Low

3 hours

5 working
days

The incident if affecting a single user with minor
functionality loss.

Service Incidents
2.3.19

2.3.20

2.3.21
2.3.22
2.3.23

2.3.24

When a Service Incident is reported, the Contractor shall accurately record the date
and the time that this is received within the Support Desk. Upon resolution of the
Service Incident the Contractor shall accurately record the date and time of
resolution.
If a Service Incident is not resolved within the Target Resolution time this will be
deemed to be a Service Failure and recorded as such by the Support Desk and
communicated to the Council.
If a Service Incident is dealt with to the satisfaction of the Council and within the
Target Resolution Time then it will be deemed closed and no further action required.
The Contractor shall maintain a record of all reported Faults and their resolution.
The Contractor shall ensure that a record of all calls, site visits and corrective
actions, complaints is maintained. Management reports with agreed content shall
be issued on an agreed basis. Copies of original records shall be made available to
the Council on request.
The Contractor may downgrade the Priority Level of an Incident subject the
Council’s prior agreement.

2.4 SERVICE LEVELS
2.4.1
The Service Level requirements for the Contract are set out in Section 3 of this
Specification (see 3.1.7).

2.5 KEY CONTRACT DATES
2.5.1
The contract will be awarded for an initial period of three (3) years, with options to
extend up to a maximum of twenty four (24) Months. Such extension provision may
be taken up in full at the end of the Initial Contract Period, or for a shorter period on
any number of occasions subject to written notice being given prior to the end of
each extended period, and provided that the aggregate time that this Contract is
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2.5.2

2.5.3

extended for does not exceed twenty four (24) Months beyond the Initial Contract
Period.
Tenderers should be aware that when reviewing whether to take up any contract
extension provision which is at the sole discretion of the City Council, the Council
will, under its duty to obtain best value, consider a range of factors when deciding
whether to extend or retender this contract. The most important factors will be
contract performance, efficiency improvements and/or cost reductions in line with
the potential savings the Council has reason to believe would be achievable by
retendering the contract.
The mechanism for determining the price of any contract extension period shall be
agreed between the parties at the time of extension and determined with reference
to the Contract Price with the application of any relevant indexation based on CPI.

2.6 CLIENT DETAILS
2.6.1
The lead client for this contract is the Council’s Business Support Centre.

2.7 ORDERING OF SERVICES
2.7.1
The ordering of services from the Contractor will be against the agreed Pricing
Schedule which will form part of the contract.
2.8 COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY
2.8.1
The Contractor shall ensure that information provided verbally and in written and
other formats follows good practice guidance and recommendations, such as Plain
English Crystal Mark.
2.8.2
The Contractor will be required to respond appropriately to any differing
communication needs, requirements and preferences of the community and to
provide a service which addresses issues of language, literacy, hearing, visual,
and/or cognitive impairment, and other forms of support in communication.
2.9 INFORMATION GOVERNANCE

2.9.1

2.9.2

Contractor identified as Data Processor
In accordance with Data Protection Legislation, the Contractor has been identified
as the Data Processor for Leeds City Council for all Personal Data which will be
processed in relation to this contract.
The Contractor’s obligations as Data Processor are set out in Data Protection
Legislation and the terms and conditions of this contract. These include, but are not
limited, to:


The obligation to comply with Data Protection legislation and the
GDPR Principles;



Application of appropriate security measures pursuant to Article 32(1)
(Security of processing), which states that ‘the controller and the
processor shall implement appropriate technical and organisational
measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk”, In
14

particular, the Contractor must ensure that measures are in place to do
everything reasonable to:















make accidental compromise or damage to the Personal Data
unlikely during storage, handling, use, processing transmission
or transport;
deter deliberate compromise or opportunist attack, and have
measures in place to avoid unauthorised access to the Personal
Data;
consider whether pseudonymisation or encryption are
appropriate and apply these if necessary;
make sure appropriate measures are in place to ensure the
continuing confidentiality, integrity, availability and resilience of
processing systems and services;
make sure there is a process for regularly testing, assessing and
evaluating how effective technical and other security measures
are;
process data only on our written (not verbal) instructions;
compliance with the specific requirements and conditions for
processing of personal and special categories of personal data
contained within the Data Protection Legislation;
The requirement to ensure that all staff who have access to such
Personal Data are aware of, receive training on, and comply with
the requirements of the Data Protection Legislation, and have
signed confidentiality agreements;
The obligation to use the Personal Data solely for the purpose
required by the contract in an adequate, relevant and not
excessive manner
NON-disclosure of any Personal Data to any third party without
the written authority or agreement of the Council, or where
expressly permitted by the contents of the specification;
Compliance with any specific document destruction or retention
obligations as documented in this Specification;
Reporting of any Data Protection breaches or security incidents
to the Council immediately after the Contractor becomes aware
of the breach.
Further information about the Data Protection Legislation and the
Contractor’s obligations as Data Processor can be found on the
Information Commissioner’s website (https://ico.org.uk/).

The Council’s Requirements for this Contract are set out in Clause 5 (Protection of
Information) of the Contract terms and conditions, and in the following sections below:
General Information Governance Requirements for this Contract
Subcontracting
2.9.3

Where the Council has given approval to sub-contracting under Clause 6 of the
Contract terms and conditions; the Contractor shall procure that all sub-contractors
similarly
comply, but the Contractor will remain fully liable to the Council for
processing by any
sub-contractor.

Qualified Person
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2.9.4

The Contractor shall nominate a suitably qualified individual to ensure compliance
with the following and shall keep the Council informed as to the identity of such
person.

Staff Training
2.9.5

The Contractor shall take reasonable steps to ensure the reliability of their
employees who have access to the Personal Data, which shall include ensuring that
all staff engaged by the Contractor understand and maintain strict levels of the
confidentiality of Personal Data; and have received appropriate training in data
protection prior to their use of the data, and have signed a written undertaking that
they understand and will act in accordance with their responsibilities for
confidentiality under the contract. The Contractor shall ensure that employees are
not able to access the data remotely e.g. from home or via their own electronic
device or internet portal other than through a secure electronic network and in
accordance with organisational remote working policy. No data shall be stored in
such devices. The Contractor shall ensure that data transferred electronically is
encrypted in accordance with national standards.

Security
2.9.6

2.9.7

2.9.8
2.9.9
2.9.10

The Contractor shall ensure robust and tested business continuity measures are in
place to protect the confidentiality integrity and availability of the Customers’
Personal Data.
The Contractor shall not share the Personal Data with any third party without the
prior written permission of the Data Controller or process Personal Data in any way
or for any purpose that has not been instructed and authorised in writing by the Data
Controller.
The Contractor shall ensure that any of its staff to whom Restricted Data is disclosed
are aware of their responsibilities in connection with the use of that Restricted Data.
The Contractor shall ensure that vacated furniture, vehicles, rooms and buildings
are clear of unsecured Restricted Data.
The Contractor shall maintain good information governance standards and
practices, by meeting or exceeding the Information Governance Toolkit
requirements (or
equivalent) relevant for their service.

Document Management
2.9.11

2.9.12

2.9.13

Documents shall be kept in accordance with the Council’s Retention and
Destruction policy and any other relevant legislation. Staff will ensure that the
storage of individual documents containing personal details of the individuals is as
outlined in the relevant [i.e. local authority] code of practice for document
management and associated guidance.
The Contractor shall limit access to those staff who need to access Restricted Data
for the performance of the contract with Leeds City Council, and authorise such
access expressly subject to the requirements to ensure compliance with the
Contract.
All parties will comply with the Data Protection Legislation and other relevant
legislation covering access to personal data.
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Secure Destruction
2.9.14

2.9.15

2.9.16
2.9.17

2.9.18

The Contractor shall ensure that Personal Data held in paper form (regardless of
whether originally provided by the Council or printed from the Contractor’s IT
systems) is destroyed using a cross cut shredder or subcontracted to a confidential
waste company that complies with European Standard EN15713.
The Contractor shall ensure that any electronic storage media used to hold or
process Information is destroyed or overwritten to current CESG standards as
defined at: CESG
In the event of any bad or unusable sectors that cannot be overwritten, the
Contractor shall ensure complete and irretrievable destruction of the media itself.
The Contractor shall provide the Council with copies of all relevant overwriting
verification reports and/or certificates of secure destruction of Personal Data at the
conclusion of the contract.
The Contractor will be responsible for the cost of secure destruction of all Personal
Data/information obtained during the course of the contract.

Cyber Security Requirements
2.9.19

The Contractor shall maintain security to the standards set out in the guidance
maintained on the National Cyber Security Website (www.ncsc.gov.uk).
Specifically, the Cloud Security Principles. The Contactor will maintain security to
these standards as amended.

Information and reporting
2.9.20
2.9.21
2.9.22

The Council reserves right to audit throughout the contract the Contractor’s
processes as required under this Specification.
The Contractor must provide the Council on request evidence to demonstrate
compliance with the above requirements.
The Contractor shall confirm as part of the contract monitoring arrangements that it
has complied with the above requirements.

Breach Notification
2.9.23

The Contractor shall advise the Council immediately of any security incidents where
Personal or Restricted Data may have been compromised, and shall inform the
Council what remedial actions have been taken and ensure any such breach will
not be repeated.

Information Requests
2.9.24

Should the Contractor receive any data subject access request or request to
exercise any of the data subjects’ rights under the Data Protection Legislation, or
receive any requests for information under the Environmental Information
Regulations 2004 or the Freedom of Information Act 2000, they must provide the
request to the Contract
Manager within 5 working days and adhere to the
processes for dealing with such requests which are set out in the Conditions of this
Contract.
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2.10 MOBILISATION
Implementation
2.10.1

The Council intends to award a contract by the end of October 2020 and ideally
requires an implementation period of no more than three (3) months from the award
of a Contract to full “Go-Live”. (i.e. January/early February 2021 latest), however,
should it become evident during implementation that this date will not be met, the
Council reserves the right to pause “Go-Live” until mid May 2021 so as not to impact
its year-end activities during mid March/April 2021.

2.10.2

Tenderers shall provide a detailed draft Implementation Plan as part of their tender
submission. The Implementation Plan shall include the following as a minimum:
Defined set of deliverables;

2.10.3

2.10.4
2.10.5
2.10.6



Time to implement from award of contract date;



Roles and responsibilities of the Contractor Implementation Team;



Resources required from the Council;



Key Milestones (e.g. Installation, Configuration, Training, Security Testing,
Acceptance Testing);



Communication Plan.

A named, experienced and qualified Project Manager must be assigned by the
Contractor to manage the implementation from inception to post project review, and
to ensure its successful delivery.
The Contractor’s documentation on all aspects of the proposed solution will be in
English, and must be comprehensive and comprehensible.
The project documentation must be of a quality in line with good industry practice
and provided for review and acceptance by the Council.
The Contractor shall as soon as reasonably practicable (such period to be no later
than twenty (20) Working Days) after the Commencement Date supply such
documentation as is reasonably necessary to allow the Council to use/operate the
Software.

Training and Documentation
2.10.7
2.10.8

2.10.9
2.10.10

The Contractor shall provide an appropriate level of training for the Council’s Back
Office Users.
Training shall be to a level to enable all Users to understand the functionality of the
software system and enable them to develop their skills and capabilities to
understand how that functionality can be best exploited.
The Contractor must provide a Training Plan as part of their tender submission,
which will be agreed with the Council.
Training will be carried out on a group/classroom basis. The training will take place
on Council premises (or virtually – to be confirmed, dependent upon the current
Covid-19 crisis situation).
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2.10.11

2.10.12
2.10.13
2.10.14

The Contractor will provide additional training support, if required. Costs for
providing this additional training support should be included in the “Added Value”
worksheet of the Pricing Schedule (Part 1 Appendix 2).
The Contractor shall provide appropriate user guides and reference materials for
solution users.
All documentation including training materials must be made available electronically
in a format which can be easily printed.
All User documentation shall be routinely maintained and updated to reflect
changes and amendments to the Solution.

Acceptance Tests
2.10.15

2.10.16

2.10.17

2.10.18

2.10.19

The Contractor shall make available the Software for acceptance tests over a period
from the date of delivery of the Software as shall be agreed in writing between the
Council and the Contractor. The Parties agree that the acceptance tests shall be
sufficient to determine whether the Software operates in a live or simulated live
environment in accordance with the Specification.
The acceptance testing of the Software (including, where and to the extent required
by the Council, penetration testing) shall be performed by the Council with the cooperation of the Contractor in order to determine whether the Software is in
accordance with the Specification and all other applicable provisions herein.
If it is determined pursuant to the acceptance tests that the Software is in
accordance with the Specification and all other applicable provisions herein, the
Council shall notify the Contractor in writing of its acceptance thereof.
If it is determined pursuant to the acceptance tests that the Software, or any element
of the Software, is not in accordance with the Specification and all other applicable
provisions herein, the Council shall have the option, in addition to any other
remedies that may be available to it under this Contract or otherwise, to elect one
or more of the following remedies:
(i) to extend the acceptance testing period for a period or periods specified by
the Council during which the Contractor shall correct the faults which caused
the acceptance tests to be recorded as unsuccessful and the acceptance
tests shall be re-performed; or
(ii) to accept such part of the Software as the Council may decide and pay a
pro-rated Contract Price thereof or such other charge as may be agreed
between the Parties. At its sole discretion the Council may, in respect of any
of the Software that has not been so accepted extend, the acceptance
testing period for a period specified by the Council during which the
Contractor shall correct the faults which caused the acceptance tests to be
recorded as unsuccessful and the acceptance tests shall be re-performed;
or
(iii) to terminate this Contract in accordance with Clause 6.6 and 8 of the
Contract Terms and Conditions.
If the Council extends the acceptance testing period for a period or periods pursuant
to para 2.10.18 i. and the acceptance tests have not been recorded as successful
by the end of that period, the Council shall have the option, in addition to any other
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remedies that may be available to it under this Contract or otherwise, to elect one
or more of the remedies specified in para 2.10.18.
2.11 LICENCES TO USE SOFTWARE
2.11.1
The Contractor hereby grants to the Council:
(a) from the Commencement Date a non-exclusive licence to Use the Software to
the extent required for the proper installation, testing and conduct of the
relevant acceptance tests; and
(b) upon the successful acceptance of the Software in accordance with the
provisions of para 2.10.17, a non-exclusive licence to Use the Software
together, with a non-exclusive licence to reproduce any Documentation
relating to the same. Such licence shall be subject to any express licence
terms specified as pertaining to the Software in the Specification and shall be
irrevocable during the Contract Period.
2.11.2

The Council shall be entitled, upon giving notice to the Contractor, to transfer the
Software at no additional charge to another computer hardware platform which is
listed in the Contractor's list of compatible hardware platforms (which list shall be
circulated to the Council from time to time and shall be supplied to the Council on
request by the Council).

2.11.3

The Council shall be entitled to engage a third party to Use the Software subject to
and in accordance with the Contract on behalf of the Council provided that such
third party shall have entered into a confidentiality undertaking.

2.12 ICT WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS
2.12.1

The Contractor warrants, represents and undertakes for the Contract Period that:
i.

upon acceptance the Software shall meet the Specification and all other
applicable provisions of this Contract;

ii. unless otherwise agreed in writing the Software shall operate in a normal office
environment and be fully compatible with the operating environment, hardware
and software specified in the Specification and any existing communications or
other IT infrastructure within the Premises to which the Software are required
to connect and/or with which the Software are required to operate;
iii. the Contractor has the full capacity and authority to grant the licences referred
to in Clause 5.7 and 7.5 of the Contract Terms and Conditions.;
iv. the Council shall have the right to quiet possession of the Software;
v. the Software shall function and perform in accordance with the
Documentation.
vi. it has and will continue to hold all necessary (if any) regulatory approvals from
the Regulatory Bodies necessary to perform the Contractor's obligations under
this Contract;
vii. it has and will continue to have all necessary rights in and to the Software
and/or the Contractor's Background IPR, or any other materials made
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available by the Contractor and/or the Sub-Contractors to the Council
necessary to perform the Contractor's obligations under this Contract;
viii. in performing its obligations under this Contract, all Software used by or on
behalf of the Contractor will:
1. be currently supported versions of that Software; and
2. perform in all material respects in accordance with the Specification,
ix. the information and communications technology system and the assets used by
the Contractor in performing the Services including the Software:
1. will be free of all encumbrances;
2. it shall at all times comply with all applicable Laws in carrying out its
obligations under this Contract.
2.13 BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND DISASTER RECOVERY (BCDR)
2.13.1

2.13.2

The Contractor shall, and shall procure that its sub-contractors shall adopt best
practice of BS7799 & ISO/IEC 17799 as part of its system of internal control, to
ensure business continuity, minimise business damage by preventing and
minimising the impact of security incidents and to maximise business investments
and opportunities.
The Contractor shall produce, review, maintain and update the BCDR Plan in
accordance with Part 2 Specification - Annex 2 (BCDR).

2.14 ADDITIONAL SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
2.14.1

The Contractor shall conduct tests of the Contractor Software and Contractor
System ("Security Tests") on an annual basis or as otherwise agreed by the Parties
to this contract. The date, timing, content and conduct of such Security Tests shall
be agreed in advance with the Council.

2.14.2

The Council shall be entitled to send a representative to witness the conduct of the
Security Tests. The Contractor shall provide the Council with the results of such
tests (in a form approved by the Council in advance) as soon as practicable after
completion of each Security Test.

2.14.3

Without prejudice to any other right of audit or access granted to the Council
pursuant to this Contract, the Council and/or its authorised representatives shall be
entitled, at any time and without giving notice to the Contractor, to carry out such
tests (including penetration tests) as it may deem necessary in relation to the
Contractor Software and Contractor System. The Council may notify the Contractor
of the results of such tests after completion of each such test.

2.14.4

Where any Security Test carried out reveals any actual or potential breach of
security, the Contractor shall promptly notify the Council and provide a plan detailing
steps which the Contractor proposes to make in order to correct such failure or
weakness. Subject to the Council’s approval, the Contractor shall implement such
changes in accordance with the timetable agreed with the Council or, otherwise, as
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soon as reasonably possible. For the avoidance of doubt, where such changes are
required to address non-compliance, the change shall be at no cost to the Council.
2.15 TRANSFER OF DATA
2.15.1

2.15.2

2.15.3

Where the Council has given its written consent to the Contractor transferring
Personal Data outside of the EEA, the Contractor undertakes to ensure that:
a) the jurisdiction where such Personal Data is to be sent has been approved by
the European Commission as one which has sufficient data protection laws; or
b) where such Personal Data is to be sent to the United States of America and
the company (the "Company") receiving such data is in the United States of
America, the company has appropriate certification to evidence compliance
with the requirements of "EU-US Privacy Shield", and maintains such
certification for as long as it has access to or otherwise has any such Personal
Data under its custody or control; or
c) prior to any such transfer of data it has entered into a contract with the data
recipient on the appropriate model contract terms (without limitation or
restriction) approved by the European Commission for a transfer of that type.
Notwithstanding the terms set out in Clause 13 of the Contract Terms and
Conditions (Protection of Personal Data and Security of Data) and para 2.15.1, and
subject always to the Contractor's compliance with the DPA, the Contractor shall be
able to transfer Personal Data outside of the EEA where permitted pursuant to one
of the cases where the eighth principle does not apply as set out in schedule 4 of
the Data Protection Act 1998.
In the event that the European Commission ceases to approve Privacy Shield (or
the Company ceases to maintain a Privacy Shield certification):
a) the consent given by the Council under Clause 13 (Protection of Personal
Data and Security of Data) shall be deemed to be withdrawn; and
b) the Contractor shall ensure that the Company immediately ceases such
processing and returns to the Contractor or, at the Council's discretion,
destroys any Personal Data in its possession. Where the Council requires any
Personal Data to be returned to the Contractor, the Contractor will ensure that
the Company permanently deletes (to the extent practicable) any copies of
that Personal Data on its systems.

2.16 EXIT PLAN
2.16.1

The Council and the Contractor shall comply with the Exit Management
requirements set out in Part 2 Annex 1 (Exit Management) of this Part 2
Specification. Notwithstanding any other provisions in this contract, the Council shall
have the rights set out in out in Part 2 Annex 1 (Exit Management):
a. if any of the events described in Clause 8 of the Contract terms and
conditions (DEFAULT, DISRUPTION AND TERMINATION) occurs;
b. in the event of termination of this Contract for any reason; and/or
c. upon the expiry of this Contract
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2.17 EQUALITY
2.17.1

The Contractor shall comply with all relevant Equality legislation as set out in Part 3
Terms and Conditions Clause 4.3.1.

2.18 ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
2.18.1

The Contractor shall in performing the service for this contract meet all Legislation,
Guidance and Good Industry Practice in environmental management and meet the
objectives of the Council’s sustainability policies.

2.19 HEALTH AND SAFETY
2.19.1

The Contractor must comply with all relevant health and safety legislation and
requirements during this contract.

2.20 SOCIAL VALUE
i.
Corporate Social Responsibility Strategy
2.20.1
It is desirable to the Council that the Contractor gives due consideration as to how
it might improve the economic, social and environmental well-being of the Leeds
City Region (“Social Values”). Such activity might include, but is not limited to:
Environmental


Help reduce the Council’s carbon footprint; or



Donate equipment to local school and charities.



Creating skills and training opportunities (e.g. apprenticeships or on the job
training);



Creating employment opportunities within the region in general and
particularly for the long-term unemployed or NEETs (those not in
education, employment or training);



Offering work placements to school children and young adults;



Providing career advice and information for young people on specific
careers;



Offering curriculum support to schools, with Contractors sharing knowledge
and expertise about their discipline; or



Providing additional opportunities for individuals or groups facing greater
social or economic barriers.



Creating supply chain opportunities for local Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs).

Social

Economic
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ii.
Modern Slavery Act 2015
2.20.2
As a city, Leeds wants to be the best in the UK, and having safe, strong communities
is a major part of this. As such, we take our responsibility to protect the most
vulnerable in society very seriously, and this involves protecting people from the
heinous crime of modern slavery.
2.20.3
The Council is committed to preventing slavery and human trafficking in its supply
chains and requires that all its suppliers, service providers and contractors are
equally committed to preventing slavery within their own activities and through their
own supply chains.

iii.
Climate Change and the Environment
2.20.4
The Council is committed to being a leading low carbon Council where our services
are delivered with minimum impact on the local and global environment. This
includes:

2.20.5

2.20.6



reducing consumption;



increasing recycling and promoting low carbon energy;



improving air quality; and



reducing noise and emissions.

The Council believes that climate change provides one of the greatest challenges
to humanity today, having detrimental impacts on both society and the environment
internationally, nationally and locally.
At Full Council on 27 March 2019, the Council passed a motion declaring a “Climate
Emergency”. This commits the Council to a science based carbon reduction target
that is consistent with achieving the Paris Agreement of no more than 1.5°C global
temperature increase. In order to deliver this, the Council will work to make Leeds
Carbon neutral by 2030. In order to achieve this challenging ambition, the Council
expects its suppliers to also take action to reduce emissions from their own activities
and through contracts with Leeds City Council.

2.21 INSURANCE AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
2.21.1
2.21.2

The contractor will maintain the levels of insurance required in Part 3 Terms and
Conditions Clause 7.2. and 7.3.
Any limitation of liability levels are set out in Part 3 Terms and Conditions Clause
7.1.

2.22 QUALITY MANAGEMENT
2.22.1

The Contractor shall maintain a Quality Management System that will ensure that
the Council’s requirements set out in this specification are met throughout the
duration of this Contract.
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2.22.2

The supplier shall have attained and maintain the following accreditations as a
minimum:


ISO 9001:2000



ISO 27001:2013



PCI DSS version 3.2



Cyber Essentials Plus



NHS Data Security and Protection Toolkit (IGTool Kit)

2.23 STATUTORY, GUIDANCE AND GOOD INDUSTRY PRACTICE REQUIREMENTS AND
GUIDELINES
2.23.1
The Contractor will ensure that all relevant consents and certification required by
legislation, guidance or Good Industry/Working Practice are obtained and
maintained.
2.23.2
The Contractor shall bear the cost of complying with all law and any amendments
there to except that where any such amendment necessitates a change to the
software and / or services, and provided that such amendment could not have
reasonably been foreseen by the contractor at the date hereof. The parties shall
enter good faith negotiations to make such adjustments to the contract price as may
be necessary to compensate the Contractor for such additional costs as are both
reasonably and necessarily incurred by the Contractor in accommodating such
amendments.
2.24 SAFEGUARDING

Safeguarding – Statutory Requirements
2.24.1

2.24.2

2.24.3

2.24.4

Safeguarding is the term used for a range of measures employed to keep children,
young people and adults at risk safe and protected from harm. All organisations
have a duty to ensure that their safeguarding responsibilities are understood and
embedded within their organisational structure. All staff, including volunteers must
know what to do if they are concerned about the safety and welfare of anyone they
come into contact with as part of their work.
As a Contractor, you will familiarise yourself, and ensure those who work either as
paid employees or volunteers on this contract or project, with the safeguarding
policies and procedures of the Leeds Safeguarding Children Partnership (LSCP)
and the Leeds Safeguarding Adults Board (LSAB). These can be found at
www.LeedsSCP.org.uk and www.leedssafeguardingadults.org.uk
You will ensure that your organisation proactively ensures that all those who work
on this contract or project understand and appropriately respond to the signs and
symptoms of abuse or neglect of children, young people or adults at risk i.e. by
accessing appropriate training / through induction / annual refresher training. And
if, as a Contractor, you suspect that there is any incident of child abuse or abuse of
adults at risk, you will report it in accordance with the Leeds Safeguarding Children
Partnership or Leeds Safeguarding Adults Board published procedures.
If it is suspected that an adult is at risk of harm or being harmed, call:
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During office hours (9.00am – 5.00pm) call the adult’s and Health social
care contact centre on 0113 222 4401.
Out of hours please call the emergency duty team: 07712 106378.
In an emergency call 999.
2.24.5

If it is suspected that a child is at risk of harm or being harmed, call:
During office hours (9.00am – 5.00pm) call the Duty & Advice Team on
0113 376 0336 (option 3).
Out of office hours (evenings, weekends and bank holidays) call the
Children’s Emergency Duty Team (EDT) on 0113 376 0469.
In an emergency call 999.
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SECTION 3
3.1

CONTRACT MONITORING, MEASUREMENT AND PERFORMANCE

3.1.1

The Council recognises that it is good practice to provide planned contract monitoring
and management for all contracts. This will assist the Council in achieving value for
money and supporting a positive working relationship with the Contractor.

3.1.2

The following provides the methodology for monitoring the provision of the
services:
(a) to ensure that the Contractor is complying with the Service Levels; and
(b) for identifying any failures to achieve Service Levels in the performance of
the Contractor and/or provision of the services.

3.1.3

The Contractor will provide a single point of contact to attend regular account/contract
review meetings throughout the full term of the Contract.
The Council’s Contract Manager will be the Assistant Head of Business Support Centre.

3.1.4

The Contractor is required to attend quarterly service review meetings, the first meeting to
be within the third calendar month after the Commencement Date, with the Council, these
meetings will include:
(a) Review of SLA Performance for the Reporting Periods in the previous quarter,
where the Contractor is to provide evidence that they are meeting the Service Levels,
as detailed within 3.1.8.
(b) Overall performance of the Contractor against the Council’s requirements;
(c) Information Governance requirements;
(d) Update on changes to/new product functionality available on forth coming
releases;
(e) Any other reasonable matters either the Council or Contractor wish to include.

3.1.5

The Contractor shall provide to the Council such supporting documentation as the Council
may reasonably require in order to verify the level of the performance by the Contractor.

3.1.6

Where reasonably requested by the Council the Contractor may be required to attend
interim service review meetings, for example where service is not at the level expected or
during the initial period of the contract.

SERVICE LEVELS
3.1.7 The objectives of the Service Levels are to:
(a)
(b)

(c)

ensure that the Services are of a consistently high quality and meet the
requirements of the Council;
provide a mechanism whereby the Council can attain meaningful recognition of
inconvenience and/or loss resulting from the Contractors failure to deliver the
level of service for which it has contracted to deliver; and
incentivise the Contractor to comply with and to expeditiously remedy any
failure to comply with the Service Levels.
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3.1.8 The following Service Levels will apply to this contract:
Scanning Services:
Performance Measure
Time from invoice receipt to scanning and
capture/extraction of data and conversion of
image to pdf format
Time from capture/extraction/conversion to
validation attempt
Time from successful validation attempt to secure
transfer of data/image to FMS
Time from unsuccessful validation attempt to
appearance in exception list to User
Time from correction of ‘exception’ invoice data to
revalidation attempt
Data capture accuracy rates

Service Level
4 working days maximum

24 hours
Immediate
Immediate
24 hours
Initial minimum rate of 85%, rising
to minimum 95% following
optimisation of the solution for the
Council, its invoices and its
suppliers

Software System:
(a) Achievement against target System Availability (as detailed within 2.3.2).
(b) Achievement against Required Resolution for Priority 1 (as detailed within 2.3.18).
(c) Achievement against Required Resolution for Priority 2 (as detailed within 2.3.18).
(d) Achievement against Required Resolution for Priority 3 (as detailed within 2.3.18).

3.1.9 Service Levels will be measured by the Contractor across each Reporting Period.
3.1.10 In addition to specific service level measurement, the overall performance of the
Contractor against the Council’s requirements will be monitored and reviewed at the
quarterly service review meeting.
3.1.11 If the level of performance of the Contractor on any element of the services during the
Reporting Period constitutes a Service Failure as detailed in 3.1.12, the Contractor will
within 10 working days of being requested to do so agree with the Council and implement
a Service Improvement Plan as detailed in 3.1.13.
3.1.12 A Service Failure shall be the occurrence of one or more of the following across any two
consecutive Reporting Periods or in any three non-consecutive Reporting Periods over a
rolling twelve months:
Scanning Services:
(a)
(b)

Failure to meet required timescales for scanning and attempting validation of
documents on more than two occurrences and/or more than 5 days in any one
calendar month.
Failure to meet required data capture accuracy rates on two or more occurrences in
any one calendar month.
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Software System:
(a) System Availability below 99.5%
(b) Failure to meet the Target Resolution Time for Priority P1 on any individual occasion.
(c) Failure to meet the Target Resolution Time for Priority P2 or Priority P3 on two or
more occasions.
3.1.13 A Service Improvement Plan must include as a minimum:
(a) A named plan owner within the Contractors organisation;
(b) A named senior responsible officer of the Contractor with whom further escalations
can be raised;
(c) An outline of the issues covered by the plan;
(d) Key deliverables to restore the service to an acceptable level and ensure further
Service Failures will not occur;
(e) Target date to return the service to an acceptable level agreed with the Council.
Where no alternative time period can be agreed the default will be three months;
(f) Update reporting frequency agreed with the Council. Where no alternative reporting
frequency can be agreed the default will be weekly for the duration of the Service
Improvement Plan; and
(g) Criteria for closing the Service Improvement Plan. Where no alternative closure criteria
can be agreed the default will be for the service to be at or above the required level for
a minimum of six months.
3.2 GOVERNANCE
3.2.1

The Contractor shall provide the Council with performance reports as the Council may
reasonably require including information such as:
Scanning Services:


Total quantity of documents received – for example: by day/week/month



Total quantity of documents scanned – for example: by day/week/month



Quantity of documents successfully scanned 1st time



Accuracy of metadata inputted



Number of documents transferred securely – for example: by
day/week/month

Automated Invoice Processing Software:


a summary of all failures to achieve service levels that occurred during that
period



any critical service failure



any repeat failures, and actions taken to resolve the underlying cause and
prevent recurrence



a summary of all recorded incidents and the resolution



a summary of requests made by Council users to the Contractor’s support
team



such other details as the Council may reasonably require from time to time.
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3.2.2

The contract management meetings shall (unless otherwise agreed):


take place at such location and time (within normal business hours) as the
Council shall reasonably require unless otherwise agreed in advance;



be attended by the Contractor’s representative(s) and Council officers;



The Council shall be entitled to raise any additional questions and/or
request any further information regarding any failure to achieve service
levels.

3.2.3

The Contractor shall provide to the Council such supporting documentation as the Council
may reasonably require in order to verify the level of the performance by the Contractor.

3.3

Payment Terms and Invoicing

3.3.1 Payment Terms are set out in Clause 3 of the Contract Terms and Conditions.
3.3.2 Payment will be made within 30 days upon receipt of a valid invoice. All invoices must be
submitted within 60 days of the amount becoming due.
3.3.3 The costs against the contract shall be invoiced as follows:
Professional & Technical Services:
To be invoiced upon completion.
Scanning Services:
To be invoiced monthly in arrears.
Software Support, Maintenance and Hosting:
To be invoiced monthly in advance.
3.3.3

All invoices must include a valid Council Purchase Order number. Invoices received
without a valid Purchase Order number will be rejected. The Parties may vary the
payment method by mutual consent.

3.3.4

The Contractor shall utilise the Automated invoice Processing Solution to submit their
invoices for payment.

3.4

Indexation

3.4.1

Indexation shall not be applicable to the agreed contract price for the initial term of the
contract.

3.5

Variations

3.5.1

All variations to the contract shall comply with Part 3 Terms and Conditions Clause 6.4.
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SECTION 4
DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
4.1

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS
There are definitions set out within Tender Documents Part 1 : Instructions to tenderers
and Part 3 – Terms and Conditions.
Any further definitions for terms and descriptions (not already defined within Part 1:
Instructions to Tenderers or Part 3: Terms and Conditions) used within this specification
are listed here.
Except where the context otherwise requires capitalised terms shall have the following
meanings;
“BCDR Plan” has the meaning set out in paragraph Error! Reference source not
found. of Annex 2 (BCDR Plan).
“Contractor's Background IPR” means:
(a) Intellectual Property Rights owned by the Contractor before the Commencement Date,
for example those subsisting in the Contractor's standard development tools, program
components or standard code used in computer programming or in physical or electronic
media containing the Contractor's Know-How or generic business methodologies; and/or
(b) Intellectual Property Rights created by the Contractor independently of this Contract,
but excluding Intellectual Property Rights owned by the Contractor subsisting in the
Contractor Software.
“Contractor Software” means software which is proprietary to the Contractor, including
software which is or will be used by the Contractor for the purposes of providing the
Services as listed in Annex 3 of this Contract.
“Contractor System” means the computer systems (including those of sub –contractors)
through which the Contractor provides the Services.
“Council Software” means software which is owned by or licensed to the Council,
including software which is or will be used by the Contractor for the purposes of providing
the Services but excluding the Contractor Software.
“Database” means the rights in or to the database developed and supplied by the
Contractor to the Council in accordance with the terms of this Contract.
“Document” means an invoice or credit note.
“Documentation” means the documentation listed in the Specification.
“Faults” means any unusual or undesirable occurrence in respect of the Software or any
part thereof.
“FMS” means the Councils Financial Management System.
“Know-How” means all pre-existing ideas, concepts, schemes, information, knowledge,
techniques, methodology, and anything else in the nature of know how relating to the
performance of the Services.
"Service Levels" means the levels of service performance required in respect of delivery
of the Services, as set out in the Specification.
“Service Failure" means a failure to deliver any part of the Services in accordance with
the Service Levels.
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“Software” means Specially Written Software, Contractor Software and Third Party
Software.
“Specially Written Software” means any software created by the Contractor (or by a
third party on behalf of the Contractor) specifically for the purposes of this Contract.
“Third Party Software” means software which is proprietary to any third party, including
the software specified as such in Schedule 2 of the Terms and Conditions;
“Use” means the right of the Council (and a third party pursuant to this Contract) subject
to any contrary provision set out in this Agreement to execute, store, transit, display, copy
(for the purposes of execution, storage, transmission or display) or otherwise to utilise the
Software for purposes of conducting the Council's business (excluding any commercial
exploitation of the Software). Without prejudice to the Council's rights under the Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988 (as subsequently amended), such right of use shall not
include the right to reverse assemble, reverse compile, decode or otherwise translate the
Software.
“Website” means any website controlled by the Council which is directly or indirectly
supported by the Services.
4.2

LEEDS CITY COUNCIL INFORMATION
With 790,000 inhabitants, Leeds has the second highest population of any local authority
district in the UK, and covers 550km2, the second greatest area of any English
metropolitan district extending 24km from east to west.
The Council employs over 30,000 staff and the organisation is made up of five
Directorates, which deliver around 500 specialist services to the citizens of Leeds. In
addition, there is a grouping of central functions that provide corporate and strategic
support services.
Each Directorate within the Council has a Director who is ultimately responsible for
ensuring that their area delivers on the priorities outlined for their service. These priorities
are outlined in the Leeds Strategic Plan (externally focused outcomes) and the Best
Council Plan (internally focused outcomes). An overall vision plan has also been defined
by the Council. Copies of these plans are available from the website www.leeds.gov.uk.
Directors are supported by senior management teams, made up of Chief Officers who are
responsible for the individual services that make up their directorate.
The five directorates are:
Resources and Housing
Provides services in community safety, environmental health, area
management, property management, parks and countryside, as well as housing
services and waste management services. Resource and Housing provide
street cleaning, manage and maintain council homes, maintain a range of parks
and playing and other amenities including cemeteries and crematoria.
Children and Families
Delivers the partnership agenda to improve outcomes for children and young
people, in line with the statutory Director of Children’s Services role and the
lead member’s role. Delivers services to safeguard and promote the welfare of
children and includes early help, youth work, and youth offending service,
children’s social care including fostering, adoption and residential services.
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Adult’s and Health
Delivers social care services based around the specific needs of adults. The
directorate aims to support people to live as independently and as safely as
possible in their own homes and communities. Includes older people’s
services, physical disability services, mental health, learning disability, and
commissioning services;
City Development
Provides services in relation to the planning and development of the city,
highways, transportation, strategic asset management, economic services,
development strategy and policy, employment and skills, arts and events,
museums and galleries, libraries and sport and active recreation.
Communities and Environment This covers the following areas:
o Communities
o Customer Access and Welfare
o Elections and Regulatory
o Environmental Services
o Parks & Countryside
o Safer Leeds
o Strategic Support.
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